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Today’s session…
• Discuss the importance of being “right” about 

what our customer/members want and need 
— and then providing it

• Define and unpack the basic elements of a needs 
assessment

• Review what a well-executed NA can do for 
us…and for E&T and Pubs specifically

• Discuss pitfalls and remedies

• Do some group brainstorming/problem solving



Engage	  Learners	  by	  Delivering	  What	  They	  Want     
The need to publish, the need for licensing or certification, fulfillment 
of continuing education requirements, and simply staying abreast of 
key trends and industry politics are all reasons members cite for 
belonging to professional associations. By understanding the needs, 
wants, and future concerns of those you serve, and then orienting your 
membership services to address them, your association leadership can 
transform member engagement and get a leg up on the never-ending 
challenge of building (and holding!) customer loyalty. 

This session is offered in three parts: the first offers overarching pros, 
cons, and how-tos for developing and administering an educational 
needs assessment that informs your association’s content delivery 
strategy. Then, facilitators will crowd-source a short list of common 
challenges from session attendees before breaking into small groups to 
brainstorm solutions. Finally, facilitators will select one or more of the 
small-group challenges to discuss together and use as an example for 
how to develop an action plan that delivers.



Why do people belong 
to associations?
• need to publish

• desire to stay informed about industry trends 
and politics

• fulfillment of continuing education 
requirements

• need for licensing and/or certification

• interest in networking and industry community



Context is all… 

Why do we care  
about our learners’ 
needs and wants?



Our organizations have 
missions — and our 
organizations need 

members to meet their 
missions.

Reminder: People no longer stay with groups  
they don’t care about or that don’t meet their needs 



Members trust us to deliver…

If we know what these  
member “hot buttons” are, we  
can avoid breaking their trust.

Failure to deliver breaks their trust;  
breaks in trust lead to disengaged members, 
sluggish sales, and drops in membership.



…And by not breaking their trust, we instead 
build member LOYALTY, we create industry 
communities…

…and we secure  
the best chance we have  
of achieving our  
organizational missions!



We gain superpowers  
of insight, and secure  

the longevity and  
relevance of our 
organizations —  

focusing only on  
those things that  

our research shows to  
have a positive effect.



We ensure our missions have 
impact and remain relevant for 

generations to come.



In general,  
needs assessments help us find these 

connection and disconnection points — 
they are keys to “member whispering”





A needs assessment can be…

• very formal (i.e. to secure funding or gov’t 
contracts)

• very informal (elevator conversations)

• micro or macro (project vs. whole org)

• mission/organization focused (strategic planning)

• program offering focused (tweaks/innovations)

• used to inform staffing and organizational/
departmental structure



The basic purpose  
is to help an entity  

“close the gap” between 
what is desired and what is 

currently true.

The “gap” is the need to which the entity  
is trying to respond.



Quick Example:
Goal Reality Need

75% of  
members  
sign-up for  

(and complete)  
at least one 
webinar per 

quarter.

Only 35% 
members  
sign-up for  

(and complete)  
at least one 
webinar per 

quarter.

We need to 
incent 40%  

more members  
to sign-up for  

(and complete)  
at least one 
webinar per 

quarter.
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Top reasons* to do a 
needs assessment
• tweak existing products/services

• develop new initiatives

• develop effective marketing/messaging 
campaigns

• gather data to support budget investment

• predict future member behavior

* per pre-CESSE survey



Other important reasons
• eliminate programs that have run their course 

— reallocate priorities

• develop credibility of 3DM

• explore causes/reasons for needs “gaps”

• establish a documented framework to analyze 
and consider consequences of ignoring the 
“gaps”



In order for a  
needs assessment to 

have value, you must be 
able to translate  

data points into an 
identification of needs. 



A “need” is the gap 
between what is and  

what should be.



Typical NA has 3 phases

Identify 
essential 
elements 
and get 
buy-in

Conduct 
the NA: 
gather 

and 
analyze 

data 

Identify 
goals, 

priorities, 
resources, 

and 
milestones

1 2 3



Identify 
stakeholders1 secure 

support
define 

outcomes
define 
success

define 
drivers of 
success

2 set  
goals and 
objectives

review 
readiness 
and ID  
roles

frame 
against 
other 

priorities

confirm 
resources

define 
measures of 

success

* The rigor you undertake depends on your circumstances…
** derived from CommunityToolBox ctb.ku.edu

3 gather and 
analyze data

define and 
document 

gaps

define 
means to 
close the 

gap/s

define why 
solutions 

don’t exist

ID costs and 
drivers of 

likely 
solutions

also called “Gap Analysis”

http://ctb.ku.edu


From the US Dept. of 
Education’s guidelines for 

developing Needs 
Assessments

“In the real world, 
there is never 

enough money to 
meet all needs.”  
— US Dept. of 

Education



Specific to E&T

• relevance of  
offerings to needs

• usefulness of  
delivery formats

• appropriate level of  
instruction

• emerging and extinct topical trends

• causes for gaps in engagement



Specific to Pubs
• relevance of publishing formats for readers

• relevance of publishing formats for authors

• timing/relevance of content

• value of pubs as source  
material

• value of pubs as  
preparatory material 

• longevity/accessibility  
of content



Pitfalls
• failure to recognize that NAs are processes, 

not surveys

• insufficient organizational support

• failure to act on the data gathered

• drawing false conclusions

• poorly worded questions

• not examining the “whys” enough

“Knowing and not doing is equal to not knowing at all.”  
— Anonymous



Remedies
• even if informal, take time to sketch the NA’s phases and 

desired outcomes

• build a distributed team with a clear leader

• look at data from different angles as a group  
and identify/toss the false leads

• look beyond the obvious for  
solutions

• start with the end in mind —   
get crystal clear about the  
relationship between the data you  
collect and the problem/s you are  
trying to address



Let’s play!



Identify 
stakeholders1 secure 

support
define 

outcomes
define 
success

define 
drivers of 
success

Need (“gap”)
We need to incent 40% more members to sign-up for  

(and complete) at least one webinar per quarter.

** derived from CommunityToolBox ctb.ku.edu

http://ctb.ku.edu


2 set  
goals and 
objectives

review 
readiness 
and ID  
roles

frame 
against 
other 

priorities

confirm 
resources

define 
measures of 

success
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We need to incent 40% more members to sign-up for  

(and complete) at least one webinar per quarter.

** derived from CommunityToolBox ctb.ku.edu

http://ctb.ku.edu
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ID costs and 
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** derived from CommunityToolBox ctb.ku.edu

http://ctb.ku.edu


Summary
• We care deeply about what 

our learner-members want 
because we use this to 
build loyalty and impact

• NAs build needed 
credibility for our offerings

• NAs prioritize our efforts, 
resources, and budget

• There isn’t any one correct 
NA model or procedure 
— and there are many to 
choose from!

• The NA we choose is often 
driven by its audience

• A NA is a process, not a 
survey

• With NAs, we focus on 
closing the gaps b/w “what 
is” and what “should be”

• NAs give us an opportunity 
to define why critical 
behaviors don’t already 
exist

• Accurate diagnosis of 
barriers is key to removing 
them and implementing the 
“right” solution



Additional Resources

DOE resources adapted from the works of Belle Ruth Witkin &  
James W.  Altschuld (Planning & Conducting Needs Assessments) 

 Bill Berkowitz & Jenette Nagy for Community Toolbox: ctb.ku.edu

http://ctb.ku.edu


www.muzikandmuzik.com

http://www.muzikandmuzik.com

